
What to do if it's okay to let everyone know Gordon. We do have a toll-free number 855 
408 1212 855 408 1212 you can call that number Gordon Monday through Friday from 
8 to 5 we are downtown Raleigh we have a call center that takes is called and of course 
as I mentioned were not selling anything or just trying to get information not only on 
Medicare original Medicare is as what we were to talk about first. That also in Medicare 
part D, which is prescription drugs Medicare supplement plans or Medigap plans. 
Gordon work will hopefully will have time to talk about this as well. Medicare advantage 
plans all kinds of stuff we have that phone number. We have website we have 
counseling in every chemical and I wasn't aware of that. So let's say that you were to 
call that toll-free number and they were to find out. For instance, that you are calling 
from Orange County and you needed one on one counseling we can direct you to the 
County that you are coming from the St. did you know that we have counselors in your 
county you can meet with these folks face-to-face bring your information on Bodyworks 
will get on the funds Gordon, I'm trying to use my example I and he's he's very smart. 
It's not that I think is very smart a lot about insurance and if you get work intern should 
probably what really like to call a number and talk to someone on the phone he would 
rather meet with you one-on-one to sit down with you. Take his paperwork in, or 
whatever. So typically I think that's one of the best things about our program is that we 
do have that one on one counseling available in all 100 counties in North Carolina is 
remarkable. It is great because is as united as I age, I noticed a difference in myself and 
in lots of other things that you know that as you age. Sometimes your understanding. All 
of this kind of stuff might not be as sharp as it once was and so again were going to try 
to just talk to us. If we can help explain it to you and Gordon if you have a family 
member or friend that you want to being with you during your counseling or to cause or 
whatever on your behalf. We will be glad to talk to them as well and sometimes we refer 
to Medicare as the Medicare maze and so when you try to navigate that sometimes it 
can be a little confusing so we tried to try to bring that you know around to helping 
people understand what is Medicare their choices. Now I know you're starting off with 
original Medicare. Gordon, what is Medicare part that I like to play trivia with you. You 
may Artie know this Gordon, what year did Medicare start I believe was 1965, 1965 with 
you, they pass the law and the benefit started in 1966 okay so Medicare is been around 
for a while I forget how many Medicare beneficiaries there are in the United States or 
North Carolina. No but I'm sure the number of views quite large with guests throughout 
the country may be 52 perhaps more millions to give you a prize is actually close to 61 
million lives only 11 million were between 50 and 100 million people in Medicare. Okay, 
that's a lot of folks so when we say the term original Medicare. Medicare part a and part 
B. The law was passed in 1965 and started in 1966 and so if you have that red white 
and blue card. Gordon has met your Medicare part a and you Medicare part B unit and 
a Medicare number and effective date that is original Medicare and you can use that 
card when you go to the doctor when you get a hospital and you're using what we call 
your original Medicare benefit to present the card just past couple weeks now. Once 
they get a flu shot the other day to go to my doctor's office for the first time since I got 
on Medicare started in October from Medicare is great with that many people in 
Medicare does work in Medicare part a and part B people get confused about is 
Medicare part hey you you don't pay a premium for that because either you or your 
spouse has worked in this country and paid into the tax system so they give you 



Medicare part a and on your card. Gordon says hospital so it does cover your inpatient 
hospitalization Medicare part a also cover some limited care in a skilled nursing facility. 
If you had a three day hospital stay going for people may be having a knee replacement 
or heart surgery or things like that and they may be in the hospital for several days will 
go to the rehab center and in Medicare part a also covers hospice and you know some 
home healthcare and things like that. But now the Medicare part B isn't going covers all 
the things that we didn't really talk about it. You're looking at doctors charges surgeons 
charges, labs, x-rays, durable medical equipment, outpatient procedures, ambulance 
charges and Medicare part B Gordon guys have a premium and you say when my 
goodness I pay taxes all these years, and I've got my Medicare part a is free, why do I 
have to pay for my part B well and they Partly that's why they set it up that part B would 
cover 80% of all the things that we talked about in in 1966. It was only three dollars a 
month. It's now $135.50 a month net. One of the things behind the Medicare part B is a 
when it part B premium that you pay they went to find 25% of the Medicare part B 
expenses in the United States. So I think with an aging population. We will probably 
continue to see a rise in the Medicare part B premium know for sure about right so you 
got a and B coverage for your hospital. We had some other things you got coverage for 
all those things that we mentioned that 80% Dr. surgeons on outpatient all those things 
there. Gordon, if you were having any percent of all the things covered in his group to 
get a 20% good point. So that's kind of a leader to talk about other coverages that 
people buy with care, talk to people and they said we know Barbara, I can pay 20% of 
my doctors shrieking, but if you ever pay 20% of the surgeons charge or outpatient 
procedures or can the radiation does things like that so a lot of people. You don't have 
to that a lot of people by what we call a Medigap or Medicare supplement plan that is a 
plane that are licensed by your state Department of Insurance and they do cover the 
other 20% is different plane. Now, if you have a low income and allow asset level, 
meaning they look at your checking and savings CDs, IRAs, money market accounts, 
but your home is always excluded. If you have a low income level and allow asset level 
and there are programs at the Department of Social Services that will pay Medicare part 
B premium of $135.50 for you and there are also programs that will pay the other 20% 
for folks depending on their income and assets, so not everyone has to pay that Gordon 
if they get it to qualify for programs through your County Department of Social Services. 
So do you want to lead into the area about the part D or should we hold off for now just 
to hear that you really want to focus you want to take a break then there you will take a 
short break and will be right back with Barbara Pope and she is with the seniors health 
durance information program of the North Carolina Department of Insurance on this 
afternoon for addition of FYI medical supply and operated by Billy Joe retard provides a 
complete range of medical supplies from home oxygen, wheelchairs, hospital beds, 
diabetic supplies, respiratory medications for daily living and other related supplies that 
one may need for all types of medical necessity. What separates medical supply from 
the other medical equipment companies is the dedication of their friendly and 
responsive staff, along with the retail walk in stores. They have position in North 
Carolina to serve and be a part of the quite possibly have the largest selection of 
medical equipment and supplies in North Carolina family medical supply is located on 
1120 W. Broad Street. They are open Monday through Friday 9 AM until 5:30 PM 
medical can be contacted at 910-892-3432 910 892 3432 1130 WP why be something 



you a little gremlins in the system but though we were back here with Barbara Pope and 
she is with the North Carolina Department of Insurance and seniors health insurance 
information program Barbara were just going to go right to it and let you talk about 
Medicare part D as well as the low income subsidy programs and other Medigap plans 
that are offered out there and there's a lot of information that's most some of the most 
confusion confusing aspects of this kind of coverage that's true Gordon and basically 
mentioned Medicare part a talked about part B, which is the need or the basic parts of 
Medicare original Medicare and we talked briefly that you can buy supplement coverage 
Medigap coverage to cover the gaps with original Medicare, but we haven't mentioned 
prescription drugs yet. That's a totally separate part of Medicare that you don't have to 
bind is no longer requiring you to buy Medicare part B is no longer requiring you to buy 
Medicare supplement plan is this just according to what you would like to have a sparse 
coverage for yourself. As far as the gaps with original Medicare look at them Medicare 
part D benefit. I started back in 2006 totally separate part of Medicare and seven month 
window payments to buy Medicare part B plane when you're turning 65 for knowing your 
Medicare part B starting to people start shopping around about three months prior. Back 
in March of this year. They start looking at the different products they might need to get 
and you got up to three nights after your Medicare part B starts to get a plane after that 
you can always switch plans drop plans that are different types of planes during the 
Medicare part B open enrollment and every year that's October 15 through December 7. 
I know I was in the office one year October 15 and a nice couple come in like two 
stories or not they symbol what you talk about your Medicare support plans and ensure 
we can talk to about that and explain the different planes to you but did you know that 
it's Medicare part D open enrollment, and I think you have a list of your prescriptions 
with you and and the woman have her pocketbook list of prescriptions in her 
pocketbook and so we went into a program that we call on the computer it's 
Medicare.gov federal government website Gordon. I caught a big calculator because it 
basically takes your personal information. The drugs that you taken the decision the 
quantity and calculates out the best plan for you. So she said the same thing for years 
and it seems to be working for me. So we went in to Medicare.Would you like me and 
you have a drug that you take that your plan doesn't cover. She said yeah but it's really 
not that expensive, so I just pay for that pocket about the time that we had entered 
Oliver information and a system that calculated it. She was going to save over eight 
dollars a year to switch and so if she looked at her plane between October 15 and 
December 7 federal government allows you to switch plans. She what she was going to 
save money and it doesn't matter how old you are sick you are having drunk should 
take every year. If you switch that Medicare part D drug plan you want to switch if you 
save any money we save a little bit money probably not that you know we do see 
people with significant savings during the year. Emily mentioned Medicare part B open 
around October 15 through December 7 every year is also the Medicare advantage plan 
enrollment time as well and people was able, Barbara. What's the difference between a 
Medicare part B drug plan and a Medicare part C Medicare. They explain and say well 
it's not that complicated. It takes a few minutes to explain Francis Gordon if you're using 
that red white and blue card that your original Medicare has value beyond the and you 
purchased a separate policy, Medicare supplement or gap that would cover the other 
20% than you would by separate Medicare part B drug essence have three cards you 



have the original Medicare card to supplement card in your part D drug plan card if you 
join a Medicare advantage plan card is everything all rolled up into one package 
bundling yes you don't use your Medicare card to use the card from the plant you joined 
in these plans are private companies that been authorized by Medicare to provide your 
Medicare benefits for you and sometimes it's cheaper monthly in mind that supplement 
and that the drug plan separately. However, there's always a catch right front door. You 
want to pant the back door kind of thing Medicare advantage plans may be cheaper 
monthly but going when you need services you will be asked to PayPal payment 
depending on the service that you have and they will be in a pocket maximum. So 
Francis I try to explain it to folks and say if I go to specialist and Medicare pays 80% of 
that my suppler Medigap pays the other 20% and I don't know anything. But if I joined a 
Medicare advantage plan. I may pay anywhere from $30-$50 to visit that specialist so 
that their companies are higher and have an out-of-pocket maximum. And then 
unfortunately it scannable and maybe individual to check with my doctors and hospitals 
and make sure that they accept that particular Medicare may explain and I think 
sometimes are the older we get, harder to explain that and the differences in the plans, 
but the impact 36% of the people United States now have Medicare. They explain how 
they receive their Medicare benefits and the prescription drug benefits and everything 
and I was talking to Bob that place in Fayetteville a couple years ago this gentleman, 
and he says well Barbara I've got this Medicare may explain and I paid for it. Okay have 
you check with your doctors and hospitals to see if they accept the plan. Do you know 
what your out-of-pocket maximum is do you know what you pay for. Go to the hospital. 
You know what you pay for half their baby not your copayment is for this, and he finally 
said now on the prize, but I do know that I have copayments and and and things like 
that that are my responsibility to check with his doctors and hospital so good for that 
type of product. On the other hand, Gordon. I was talking to a lady in Wilmington. I 
believe our source and that the County and she was in her 80s and she was trying to 
understand how the Medicare veins product would be different than her having her 
Medicare supplement her drug plan and so we talked quite extensively about it also 
means you understand what I'm trying to tell you these plans are different and she said 
when I said that the apology doing something if you really don't understand how it works 
you because that's that's our goal is to try to explain to you the choices then you can 
make up your mind to which way you want to receive this Medicare benefit and you had 
mentioned to Gordon on extra help or benefit, low income subsidy is basically the 
federal government built into this program a way for people that fall through the cracks. I 
know that's the best way to explain it that we did mention that some people do get 
Medicaid Medicare because they Medicare their Medicare age, but they also get help 
with the copayments and premiums and things like that because they have allowed and 
that would be there Medicaid benefits, and there are folks who have incomes that are 
just a little bit higher that's that's a lot Gordon. I tried to get help and I make a little bit 
too much money you suffered so folks can qualify for this low-income subzero extra 
help program our people whose incomes and assets are little bit higher than the 
Medicaid and what we do what we ask a few questions about your income and assets 
and then we go to another website, Social Security.com and then we can do the 
application for you or assist you with that in announcing your letter in two or three weeks 
and if they say that you get. You are eligible impact for extra help program being your 



premiums and co-pays and everything that down. Some people end up with free 
prescription drug plans. You can pay as little as eight dollars and something for name 
brand drug which might otherwise cost a lot of money part D explain to people just like 
any other part B is really like any other prescription drug plan you have copayments 
based on fears on drugs, a generic drug joined Kush ago to pay last that if you take a 
name brand drug you know that Nikon that a tear three year a tear for you know I'm on 
the planet says if it's nonpreferred drug they like to use all these names is true, then it's 
a higher Sale Medicare part B ready by separate party planner with you get your part B 
your Medicare advantage plan. There are prescription drug benefits work closely is like 
anything else on people that are working prescription drug plans when they working and 
they generally pay lower amounts for the generic drugs versus higher amounts for the 
namebrand drugs that we see the same thing with Medicare part B it's just a 
prescription drug plan okay and what other items would you like to cover your 
department to help people with things. I think that people don't realize is Medicare part 
B because I said to begin with. If there's no law requiring you by my, that is. Gordon is 
80 years old and how he doesn't take a prescription and he's like why do I have to have 
Medicare part B.that if you don't have a party drug plan don't purchase one. Whenever 
your first eligible for Medicare. You can still purchase one. During the open aroma 
Gordon that they will give you that's what I heard in the penalty is a lifetime penalty, 
meaning every year the penalty on to your Medicare part B plan so we try to make 
people aware that there are people that you can be well I guess I'm saying this) can be 
welded. I am sick tomorrow, so that's what I tried to my bag in a insurance to protect 
you in case you need it so that every year he could drop your drug plan generated drug 
plan, but if you haven't had one or you have a plan from used to work and have some 
people work 65 and things like that. Unfortunately, there is that penalty and that's part of 
the federal government and that you will have that penalty and is a lifetime penalty so 
everybody on exactly what it means a lifetime penalty is a something every year and 
every year that they give you that penalty because you didn't get one when you are first 
outhouse that the term was based on a formula go out and basically they give you the 
County is 1% for every month you are eligible to know, but did not enroll at the basic 
premium and I think this should the basic premium or the average premium is about $37 
and $33 said they based the formula on and I will send you a nice letter and they will. 
Gordon, you didn't purchase your Medicare part D benefit when you are first eligible for 
Medicare. Spin this many months times the national average premium and this is what 
your penalty would be for this year one to your regular party. Everything can change 
every year and unfortunately when they built this and you know that premiums can 
change every year Gordon formularies, tears, drugs that are no covered and things like 
that. I like to tell people about that went with part D not to exclude an entire class of 
medications for that plane couldn't say we don't like that indigestion medications around 
the covering it as they have to cover 70 drugs per category and constant illness, and 
even some of those really expensive gases, drugs and drug that you cannot self 
administer. You gotta go get an injection, Medicare part B assembly Medicare parking 
won't have it. Also I think a good thing to mention that his cancer is so prevalent on 
certain oral cancer medications, readable pills, they will file under Medicare part B 
assembly, not Medicare parking drug to be covered yet you Medicare part B would 
cover it and supplement it would cover letter 20% and of course in the ship office in 



Raleigh. We don't have a medical background and so a lot of times people say well 
what if I should change this or change that you really need to talk to your doctor talk to 
your providers because not what were trying to do just access the information so that 
we can give you what you might need to make a decision on an angle and a lot of times 
as you age. This may be a lot of information for you to go over so if you bring it. I've 
canceled a couple a lady today and she brought her daughter with her and so the 
daughter scooted over and watch what I was doing on the computer, Medicare.gov, said 
that the daughter to Canada and pick up and did SN and the mother told me she said I 
just don't get on the computer and get this kind of stuff will way that were here to see if 
we can help you do that unfortunately in today's world that's just the way it's evolved is 
that we've got to look at this information on a computer to have it calculated out for us. 
Well it's been wonderful that you been able to come in and give us an overview of 
Medicare, particularly the part D and again we hope to have you pretty pretty soon and 
the baby will get you back sometime in 2020, to talk about the same things we can 
focus on something slight. Medicare preventive services okay will go into more detail 
about the supplements or whatever you would like that I did when I hope that everyone 
does take the time to write their Medicare part B of the Medicare advantage plans 
during this October 15 to December 7 timeframe. Okay, again, thank you so much. 
We've had a privilege to have with us this afternoon. Barbara Pope and she is with the 
North Carolina Department of Insurance. A seniors health insurance information 
program again hopefully you learned something today. I know I learned a few things 
myself. Good to see you and we hope to see you again sometime in the next few 
months. Thank you so much Gordon you have a wonderful day facility


